All Bad Medicine Lakers,
Here is the committee's final proposal to put before the board for its vote of approval. After review of all the
responses from lake residents and much discussion, the committee stands behind this proposal as it is written.
We would ask that this proposal be sent as written to the entire BMLAA membership so they can see from their input
the conclusion the committee arrived at. Thanks
The Committee of Wayne Gudmundson, Curt Halbakken and Paul Stadem thank everyone for their trust and
patience.
SLALOM COURSE COMMITTEE PROPOSAL
“The focus of this committee is to equitably come to common ground with a solution that is reasonable to all.“
PROPOSAL
• The course is defined as 2050 feet in length. That includes turn around, start and stop areas.
• There are four sites, two at the south bowl and two at the north bowl.
• The rotation is for one ten day period each season initially.
• This period is to start on a Friday and end on a Sunday.
• The ten day period can be chosen by skiers from the Friday of the first full week after July 1 to any ten day period
ending the Sunday of the weekend before Labor Day Weekend.
• The course locations are numbered 1,2,3,4 as per attached map.
• In 2021 the course used will be on the east side of the North Bowl (course #4). The 2022 course will be on the west
side of the south bowl (course #1). The rotation schedule is 4, 1, 3, 2.
•Course 4 will be used in 2021 and Course 1 will be 2022. These are trial courses that are to show all residents how
users of the course work with their neighbors. There is no 2/3 majority needed in 2021 and 2022.
• After the years of 2021 and 2022 it will be the responsibility of the person who signs the permit for the slalom course
to procure a 2/3 majority signatures of approval from those residents with the course directly in front of their property
each year. This is a prerequisite to the board being able to approve the permit.
• After each course has its rotation, regardless of whether or not use was approved by 2/3 majority, said course will
have three more years before its next turn.
• Residents can agree by 2/3 majority to have additional uses of the course in future years, but will still remain in the
original rotation schedule.
• The course is to be a minimum distance of 200 feet from any given point of course to shore.
• The measurement is from the nearest line of buoys to nearest point of shore.
• The permit holder shall not invite or encourage other boat operators and or skiers who are not residents or family
members of Bad Medicine to use the course.
• Course use and operation will be governed by all state and county laws.

• Upon submission of 2/3 or more residents written approval of course in front of their property the board can vote to a
approve 10 day course for that year.
• The responsible party whose name will appear on permit will sign each year an agreement to adhere to all
requirements listed in this proposal. This includes the years 2021 & 2022.

"The residents have had an opportunity to state their positions to the committee and the committee has done due
diligence in pursuing the best outcome. The committee is fine with only the board voting on the above as stated with
NO omissions or modifications of the above conditions."
This proposal allows for future increases or decreases in length of time the slalom course can be placed. The
proposal leaves it in the hands of slalom course enthusiasts working with their neighbors for yearly approvals.

-Bad Medicine Lake Area Association

